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There's no more after me
I gave all I could to give
What more could you ask for
This is nothing .., I'm over you

I first it was peachy and that was ..
..sweet of the juice that we were used to
Used to be .. more than a star no more for us ..and cry.

We don't see .. then you turn me opposite (turn me
opposite)
We won't change unless we try
And .. comes the worst I'd rather be hurt .

Chorus:
I'm making an effort to please you
Nothing is good enough, nothing is good enough
For all the things we've been through
I'm more spaced out, oh oh
What happened to ..that we share..
is there any love for us
I'm more spaced out, spaced out.
I'm more spaced out.

It's like I've come to the ..
one minute you're glad and next minute you're sad
can't stand it I'm tryin to break it
Always try to make ..fire.
If we live this ..things will change
but still won't be the same
I'll rather be the one to tell you right now
..working for us make a .. cry.

We don't see .. then you turn me opposite (turn me
opposite)
We won't change unless we try
And .. comes the worst I'd rather be hurt .

Chorus:
I'm making an effort to please you
Nothing is good enough, nothing is good enough
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For all the things we've been through
I'm more spaced out, oh oh
What happened to ..that we share..
is there any love for us
I'm more spaced out, spaced out.
I'm more spaced out.

And no more .. after me try to fix it
And even when I try .. cry at the door
..things to do...to say
Feel the other way all that I do is just ..
Don't try to make you stay..we lost what we found
hurt so bad make a woman cry

[Bridge:]
[Chorus:]

I flow, I flow
Yeah yeah
More spaced out
I flow, flow
Ohh more spaced out
I flow, flow, flow.
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